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ABSTRACT 

A restriction endonuclease (RE) is an enzyme that can recognize a specific DNA sequence and 
cleave that DNA into fragments with double-stranded breaks. This sequence-specific cleaving 
ability and its ease of use have made REs commonly used tools in molecular biology since their 
first isolation and characterization in 1970s. While artificial REs still face many challenges in 
large-scale synthesis and precise activity control for practical use, searching for new REs in 
natural samples remains a viable route to expanding the RE pool for fundamental research and 
industrial applications. In this paper, we propose a new strategy to search for REs in an efficient 
manner. We construct a host bacterial cell to link the genotype of REs to the phenotype of β-
galactosidase expression based on the bacterial SOS response, and use a high-throughput 
microfluidic platform to isolate, detect and sort the REs in microfluidic drops at a frequency of 
~800 drops per second. We employ this strategy to screen for the XbaI gene from constructed 
libraries of varied sizes. In single round of sorting, a 90-fold target enrichment was obtained within 
1 h. Compared to conventional RE-screening methods, the direct screening approach we 
propose excels at efficient search of desirable REs in natural samples - especially the 
unculturable samples, and can be tailored to high-throughput screening of a wide range of 
genotoxic targets. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Practical library size 

As discussed in the main text, the sorting frequency in our drop experiments is ~0.8 kHz. Hence, 
within 1 h, a total of ~2 million drops are passing through the detection window and sorted out. 
On the other hand, the λ value is maintained at 0.3 for a marked level of single-cell occupancy. 
Hence, an hour of sorting interrogates ~500,000 cell-containing drops, which would contain ~500 
“+” cell drops for a library of 1:1000. Assume we can harvest 100% of the “+” cell drops (which is 
not possible in practical experiments because of the continuous distribution curve in drop 
fluorescence), the total number of ~500 “+” drops equals to a total aqueous volume of ~3 nL. The 
minute amount of the collected sample poses a big challenge in sample retrieval and preparation 
for downstream analysis. We failed to retrieve the sorted sample from libraries larger than 1:1000 
using the setup and procedures developed in this study.        

PCR bias correction 

Multi-template PCR is known to introduce bias between the templates due to different 
amplification efficiencies on different templates [1-3]. The PCR bias can result in an amplification 
difference of over 3.5 fold between the templates [4]. To evaluate the bias in the colony PCR 
between the “+” and “-” cells, we extract the intensity curves from the gel images, fit the curves 
with the 2-term Gaussian distribution model, and approximate the quantity of the PCR product 
from the AUC of the fitting curve (between the region of 𝜇-𝜎 and 𝜇+𝜎). The quantification of the 
PCR products from the unsorted samples for the libraries of 1:2 and 1:10 reveals no substantial 
difference in amplification efficiency between the “+” and “-” cells. But we do notice a slight 
preference of amplification towards the “+” cells, suggested by the slightly higher intensity from 
the “+” cells. We attribute the PCR bias of the “+” cells over the “-” cells to the higher accessibility 
of the “+” cell plasmids in colony PCR, because after RE expression and sorting, “+” cells are less 
healthy with more compromised integrity.  

To correct for the detected PCR bias, we adopt the log-ratio linear model developed by Suzuki 
and Giovannoni, which is simple and works well the two-template PCR bias [5]. In the log-ratio 
linear model, the ratio of the PCR products from the two DNA templates is expected to be a1/a2 × 
(b1/b2)n, where a1/a2 is the initial ratio of the DNA templates before PCR amplification, b1/b2 is the 
ratio of the amplification efficiency at each PCR cycle, and n is the cycle number of the PCR. 
Since we keep the same PCR condition throughout different libraries, the bias remains constant 
across different libraries. We calculate the correction factor (b1/b2)n from the results with the 
libraries of 1:2 and 1:10, respectively, and use the average value (1.18) to obtain the ratio before 
sorting for enrichment calculation.    
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES 
 

Figure S1 Restriction Enzyme (RE) detection mechanism. Presence of RE in the host E. coli 
triggers the over-expression of β-galactosidase (β-gal) on the DNA-damage-induced pathway. (A-
C) SOS-regulated expression of indicator gene. (A) In the normal state, SOS genes are 
repressed by the repressor binding protein LexA. (B) When SOS is activated by the functional 
RE, SOS proteins such as RecA accelerate the hydrolysis of LexA, resulting in (C) the 
derepression of the dinD :: lacZ expression that leads to the production of the indicator protein β-
gal. For clarity, the symbols in the legend are not to scale. 
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Figure S2 Quantification of the detected fluorescence signals in drop experiments. (A) 
Fraction of detectable fluorescent drops in total drops for E. coliXbaI and E. coliΔXbaI. (B) Average 
drop fluorescence intensity for E. coliXbaI and E. coliΔXbaI. The average cell number per drop was 
kept at 0.3 in all of the droplet experiments in this study. Mann-Whitney significance levels: *, p 
(0.0245) < 0.05; **, p (0.0058) < 0.01. n > 10 for each group. 
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Figure S3 Distribution of the drop fluorescence signal detected from empty drops through 
the photomultiplier tube at the custom detection setup. The mean values and the standard 
distribution (s.d.) values were obtained from the Gaussian fitting to the population. The same 
incubation condition (3 h at 37 °C) was applied to the empty drops before performing 
fluorescence detection. We chose Gaussian distribution in fitting because the fluorescence 
intensity from each droplet was a result of a series of enzymatic reactions (through transcription 
and translation) and electrical (through PMT) amplification, which respectively generated normally 
distributed amplicons in drop population. 
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Figure S4 Screenshots of the FPGA control panels in the sorting experiments, showing the 
real-time distribution of the drop fluorescence signal, and the sorting threshold selected in situ for 
varied-sized libraries. The red line indicates the selected sorting threshold for each library. 
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Figure S5 Representative bright-field and fluorescence images of the microfluidic drops 
before and after sorting experiments. The ratio of the “+” and “-” cells was 1:4 before sorting. 
Incubation: 2.5 h at 37 °C. Scale bar: 100 µm. The drops were captured in a quartz capillary tube 
with a cross section of 300(W) x 30(H) µm2 for imaging. 
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